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Standard Resting Plate Meter, Simplified Design
Ed Rayburn, Extension Specialist
WVU Extension Service, Agriculture and Natural Resources
May 2019
Measuring pasture height is useful for estimating forage mass (FM) in a pasture. The most
common method is to use a ruler but this can be very subjective. A plate meter laid on the
pasture is a less subjective method for measuring pasture height. There are commercial rising
plate meters that provide the convenience of calculating and recording average height but they
are expensive. A simple resting plate meter is inexpensive and easy to make. By using a standard
size and weight of the plate, calibrations can be shared across users. As part of a regional pasture
management study (Seneca Trail RC&D) a plastic falling plate meter was designed and
distributed to cooperating farmers for measuring pasture height.
Original design
The original standard plate meter was made from acrylic plastic (Fig. 1). The plate was cut from
0.22-inch (5.6 mm) thick acrylic plastic cut into 18-inch (46-cm) squares. At the center of the
plate a 1.5-inche (3.8 cm) hole was drilled. A series of 24, 0.125-inch (3.2 mm) holes were
drilled on a 3-inch (7.6-cm) by 3-inches grid from the edge of the plate. The four small corner
holes in the grid are used for attaching a string for holding the plate meter. The initial purpose of
the grid was for it to be used to evaluate plant cover under the plate meter. This design can still
be used but with the advent of digital cameras for evaluating plant cover there is no real value of
the 24-hole grid.
New design
The new standard plate meter design is made using 0.22-inch (5.6 mm) acrylic or polycarbonate
plastic. Polycarbonate plastic may be preferred since it is easier to drill with less risk of cracking.
A large plastic sheet is cut into 18-inch (46-cm) square plates. A 1.5-inch (3.8 cm) hole is drilled
in the exact center of the plate and 4, 0.25 inch (6.35-mm) holes are drilled at the 4-corners of the
plate 3- by 3-inches (7.6 x 7.6-cm) from each side (Fig.1, without 20 of the grid holes with the 4corner holes ¼ inch in diameter). This results in a plate meter of the same size and weight as the
original design. Using a curved-sided wood rasp bevel the edges on the center hole so they do
not cut into the pasture stick or ruler used to measure pasture height.
Stringing the plate
A length of string about 10-ft long is cut and one end threaded down through one of the 0.25
holes. The string is then taken to an adjacent corner hole and brought back up to the top of the
plate, then over to the next corner hold and put back down through that hole, then over to the last
hole and brought back to the top. The ends of the string are brought together along with the
midpoint of the string on the top side of the plate. The string is then moved until it supports the

plate and the 4 branches of the string are approximately equal. The user can then adjust the final
length of the 4-strings by tying an overhand knot at the height above the plate that best suits their
hand’s height above the ground.
Figure 1. Original design of the standard plastic plate meter: 0.22-inch (5.6-mm) thick
plastic cut into an 18-inch (46-cm) square, with a 1.5-inch (3.8-cm) center hole and 24,
0.125-inch (3.2-mm) holes on a 3-inch (7.6-cm) grid. The new design is modified by
drilling only 4, 0.25-inch (6.4-mm) holes at the corners of what was the 24-hole grid, 3inches (7.6-cm) from the sides of the plate.

Figure 2. Plate meter laid gently on the pasture so that the pasture holds up the entire weight of
the plate. By holding the plate meter and pasture stick in one hand the user has the other hand
free for taking notes on a clip board attached to their belt.
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